
 

 
LAB [zaˈlɔŋ] is a networking event in the TRANSFORMATION PLUS LAB dedicated to: 
§ Connecting individuals from different backgrounds with a common passion –  

“Imaging tomorrow, today“ - “Heute denken, was morgen ist” - “Hüte dänkche, was morn isch”  
§ Inspiring talks 
§ Future-oriented topics 

In our second LAB Zalon of this year, musical systemic coach, composer & 
author Florian Schwartz, will in his interactive introduction “The Sound of 
Coaching” put a spotlight on new methods of consulting, counseling, and 
coaching. 
 

About „The Sound of coaching” 
There is a movement slowly gaining momentum in the realm of coaching and consulting. To be 
precise an art-centric movement that acknowledges the need to pull peoples intuitive and creative 
strings to empower them to access various levels of their inner workings and simultaneously 
provide them with means to express these complex insights tangibly and effectively. 
Florian Schwartz will give us the opportunity to discover and experience some of these powerful 
yet accessible creative methods such as improvisation, acting, and music.  
 

About Florian Schwartz 
Already at the age of 20, Florian had an urge and 
talent for surfacing the human condition via artistic 
methods, leading him to write his first operetta 
libretto and direct numerous projects in music and 
theatre such as “SHAKESPEAREundPARTNER 
Berlin.” Inspired by his experiences as artistic 
director of the "Fürstenecker Barockfestspiele”, 
endeavors in the fields of cabaret and chansons 
and regular coaching of improvisational theatre 
companies, he developed the improv and music-
based approach to coaching, therapy and 
counseling, “MuSyCo” (musical systemic coaching). 
He now lives as freelance author, composer, 
musician, and director in Munich and works as a 
coach and speaker at the German Institute for 
Provocative Therapy. 

 
LAB [zaˈlɔŋ] Details 
Date: 22. November 2018     Time: 18.00 - 21.00 
Location: Transformation Plus Lab, Carmenstrasse 43, 8032 Zürich 
Free tickets & registration: https://labzalonthesoundofcoaching.eventbrite.com 
More about the speaker: www.improsario.de 

 


